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IPL: A passion for sports and a
highly engaged audience in India
IPL season is here and is a high-tide time for both cricket aficionados and
advertisers alike. Cricket is undoubtedly popular in India. This reflects in the
numbers of users that are willingly glued to the screen watching the live
matches and looking to recreate the same spirit by playing fantasy games
on mobile, for example.
IPL is a season when app businesses in key verticals see an increased
engagement and can create incremental revenue opportunities. We're
talking not only about mobile esports but also app verticals such as food
delivery, streaming apps and e-wallets.
Continue reading to find out the main app trends for IPL season and a
guide on how to plan your programmatic campaigns.

IPL 2020 trends: a period marked by changes
2020 marked a period of
disruption for the IPL season,
and advertising results
stayed below what was
expected. Nonetheless,
brands show intent in
capitalising on this year's
season.

$

24%

Increased Revenue

31%
Expected

IPL in 2020: digital advertising revenue stayed
below expectations at only a 24% increase (it was
expected to grow by at least 31%).

Example of brands with higher visibility during IPL 2020
eSports

e-wallets

Food delivery

Streaming/OTT
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eSports

Mobile gaming leads the race.
Mobile is established as the preferred mode for gaming in India and keeps
on a growing trajectory. The value of India's mobile gaming market is
projected to reach about 405 million U.S. dollars by the year 2022. The
mobile gaming market across India accounts for about 50.5% of the
gaming industry by 2022.
Value of the gaming industry (in billion Indian rupees) in India
from 2007 to 2020, with estimates until 2022
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Additional Information :
India : FY 2007 to FY 2020
Sources KPMG: FICCI @Statista 2021

Usage peak in April 2020:

4Hrs

Mobile games users were
spending an average
of 4 hours playing
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eSports are a particularly sticky app vertical with high levels of
engagement. 2020, in particular, saw a rise in the number of mobile
gamers and the time spent engaging with apps in this category. With the
easing of restrictions, the user engagement levels began to decline in the
following months after IPL but still stayed above the levels of pre-Covid19
times.
eSports have the potential for mass appeal: it has high awareness levels,
large market size and a huge headroom for growth.
eSports in India snapshot

89%

54%

~11%

Of enquires who have
ever played esports will
continue to play it

of users play the
free version of
mobile games.

spend on games. The
amounts range between
101 to 300 Indian rupees.

Player profile:
young, independent user with a high disposable income in both
metro and non-metro cities
source: FIFS-AC Nielsen report titled 'Scoring Big with Sports Gaming and KPMG in India analysis, 2020

Favourite platform of eSports users

94%

42%
26%

21%

15%
4%

3%

2%

% out of 253 (respondents who had played Fantasy Sports in the last 1 year)
Dream11
Halaplay

MyTeam11
11Wickets

My11circle
Myfab11

Howzat
Fantain

Source : KPMG in India analysis, 2020 based on a survey
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Food delivery
Food delivery apps are top scorers in this season as well, with daily orders
increasing by 20-30% during the 2020 IPL for main players like Zomato and
Swiggy.
App engagement levels on food delivery
apps were propelled by users' organic
interest and a clever strategy from part
of the company with catered menus
and promotions exceptionally crafted
for the season. The maximum number of
orders were experienced in the top cities
like Bengaluru, Mumbai and Chennai.

18.2%
Increase in The number of
daily orders in food-tech platforms
(compared to pre-IPL days).

Swiggy is said to have experienced a 30% jump in orders for food delivery
during the 2020 IPL season thanks to a focus on building successful
campaigns catered to consumer's particular behaviours during this period.
These campaigns managed to gather interest from Cricket fans that
wouldn't miss the live games.
While lockdowns and restrictions measures continue through 2021, food
delivery brands already have a campaign framework to follow to fit this
season demands. Now that these types of apps earned consumers' trust
and demand continues to be high, they're in a better place to make their
campaigns' results surpass 2020 results.

Food delivery in a prime position to grow their results during IPL
For the food delivery industry, IPL season (as with other big festivities) opens
more significant potential to serve users where they are with exactly what
they need. Apps that invest in a comprehensive advertising strategy that
includes programmatic in their mix are better positioned to reap the most
fruits out of IPL.
Brands in this vertical, where convenience is key, are fast to understand
consumers' habits and consumption trends to strengthen their actions.
Some of these brands adapted to the (post-)Covid19 economical situation
by launching new offerings and expanding their services in 2020 to meet
users expectations and resurgent demand. One good example of this is
Swiggy venturing out to launch their Instamart, Genie and HealthHub.
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Streaming
apps

With 2020 restricting open IPL tournaments for spectators in stadiums to
watch the games live, the alternative was to watch the games televised or
via Over the Top (OTT) Media Apps. In 2021, this continues to be the
available option.

Streaming apps are one of the fastest-growing mobile verticals in
India and the pandemic conditions have accelerated that growth

The advertising machine that tends to be the major revenue driver for the
IPL found to be limited to the digital medium in 2020. For streaming apps
like Voot and Hotstar this posed (and continues to pose) a big opportunity
to capture a larger audience and drive incremental revenues via the same
medium.
OTT apps present the opportunity to
feed cricket's passion in users by
following the games that they can't
watch live in the field. The season
offers a chance to gain more
eyeballs from these users and via
programmatic advertising for the OTT
apps themselves.

500 Mn
OTT in India is expected
to grow to 500 million
users by 2023.

Programmatic advertising then becomes a valuable channel to win more
subscribers and re-engage the current user in more relevant content and
in-app offers. Apps that are able to target their audience during a live
match will be in advantage. Ad campaigns targeting users right before
and after the timing of the matches (which start at 7h30pm IST) tend to be
more effective since users are preparing to engage with streaming apps at
those particular timings.
One of the more popular OTT platforms is Hotstar, with 8 million paid
subscribers and 300 million active subscribers. These numbers are
expected to increase YoY, especially during the IPL season.
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Hotstar audience during the IPL - snapshot

12%

46%

42%

27%

88%

25%

Engaged audience :
88% of the IPL audience is
between 18-35 years of age
< 24

39%

25-34

IPL '19

32%

48%

> 35

TV

29%
Hotstar

60%
Urban audience:
About 60% of the IPL
audience on Hotstar is
urban. Following is the
division of urban audiences
based on town population.
< 1Mn towns

1Mn+ towns

Metros

300+

64 mn

88%

Reach:
IPL 2019 witnessed a reach
of 300+ million. In IPL 2020,
the reach is surpassed.

Engaged audience :
64 million people played
Watch n Play live along with
the match.

Predominantly Male :
About 88% of the IPL audience
on Hotstar is male ~150 million

Source: A Complete Guide To Advertising in IPL Cricket 2020 on Hotstar App

eWallets

Since 2020, IPL season brought change to
apps in several verticals, and fintech is not
an exception. The change forced many
businesses in this field to innovate, and
while some looked at the situation with
understandable caution, others took it as a
challenge to surpass.
In the eWallet space, PhonePe was one of
the brands that associated itself with IPL in
2020 and drove fruitful results in increased
visibility and higher brand recall among
mobile user.

925 Mn
PhonePe became a market
leader in October 2020 with a
staggering 925 million
transactions.
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As users find themselves facing lockdown measures, services like the ones
offered by Mobikwik, PayTM and PhonePe become not only more attractive
but almost vital to manage day-to-day financial affairs.
Brands in the e-wallet space can also capitalise in the IPl season to acquire
new users and drive higher retention rates which invariably leads to higher
conversions.

Why does a seasonal advertising strategy matter for the
IPL season?
For 2021, and with the continuation of the Covid-19 imposed restrictions, the
trends felt during 2020 are expected to continue to manifest.
Users show intent of engaging with apps in the different verticals
mentioned above. Advertising revenue is expected to increase to match
this intent as more and more brands generate new content and offers to
engage the users in innovative ways.
There's an advantage for advertisers willing to invest in programmatic
advertising, and the budgets should be planned to support this IPL season
accordingly.
Seasonality plays a considerable role in positively disrupting mobile user
engagement and retention rates, influencing a consistent revenue flow.
This is why it's essential to plan out festive and seasonal campaigns ahead
of time so apps can adequately reap each key period's benefits.

IPL 2021 and how programmatic can help take your app
to a new level of growth
IPL in India is a massive crowd puller, even virtually. The stage is set to
launch great advertising campaigns because the audience is willing and
available in mobile channels during this period.
The competition battle might be challenging, but there will be space for
multiple brands to shine
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Enhancing ROI for the entire App Marketing Journey

ACQUIRE

ACTIVATE

CONVERT

RETAIN

Acquire high
quality users on
100% transparent
programmatic
channels

Activate
dormant
users with
targeted ads

Convert lapsed
or interested
users into
shoppers

Boost Retention
through regular
re-engagement
activities

How to set up your programmatic campaigns for the
IPL season - Actionable insights
Adjust your budgets - with the IPL shift to a more digital environment
in 2020 and 2021 and user spends shift, it makes sense to invest in
your advertising budge
Plan strategically and act fast - Create specific goals for your
campaign sets and space out the campaigns throughout the
season.
High relevance - Draw your campaigns around specific offerings
that are more relevant to your users during this period.
Purposeful messages - tell a great story, highlight 1 or 2 key
messages.
Aim for high engagement - Trial and choose engaging ad formats.
Videos and animations are a great way to stand out.
Contact our app experts at RevX to plan your next seasonal programmatic
campaigns.
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We Are RevX
Made for growth, built for app marketers.
RevX helps app businesses acquire and re-engage users via
programmatic advertising to retain and accelerate revenue. We're all
about taking your app business to a new growth level!
We help you build sound mobile strategies, combining programmatic UA,
app re-engagement, and performance branding to drive real and
verifiable results so you can scale your business: with real users, high
retention, and incremental revenue. We are also in an advantaged position
to help your business navigate the industry changes brought forth by iOS14
non-IDFA policies.
We rely on data science, innovative technology, AI, and a skilled team, to
create and deliver seamless ad experiences to delight your app users.
That’s why RevX is the ideal partner for app marketers that demand
trustworthy insights, a hands-on team, and a commitment to growth.
RevX serves several top app-driven companies in fast-growing markets
and industry segments. It was ranked #4 platform in Remarketing for APAC
region (Non-Gaming category) in the Appsflyer's Performance Index XI
report, WFH Edition, a leading mobile measurement platform.
www.revx.io

marketing@revx.io

Follow Us
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